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CAITLIN ALYN
INT. GUNTHER HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Alena opens the front door to find a raging party going on 
inside.  Music BLARES, people fill every room, the house 
reverberates with useless CHATTER.

Alena stands still for a moment, the bottle of wine in one 
hand and her diploma in the other, and takes everything in.

She heads down the 

HALLWAYS

Skirting past RANDOM TEENS in loose conversations and into 
the

THE KITCHEN

Where a GAGGLE OF GAY BOYS and ARTSY TYPES convene in the 
corner.  The center of attention, GREY (18), talks animatedly 
to his friends.  Then, he notices Alena.

GREY
Oh.  My.  God.  Alena?!

He jumps off the counter to hug Alena, then looks her up and 
down.

GREY (CONT’D)
What are you doing here?  And what 
are you wearing?  You look like a 
sock.

ALENA
I’m broke, give me a break.  Have 
you seen Charlie?  I brought him 
wine.

GREY
Ew, Merlot?  Um, yeah, he’s here 
somewhere but I haven’t seen him 
for a while now.  Have you tried 
calling him?

ALENA
Yeah, his phone’s off.

GREY
Typical.  He’s probably on the 
porch.  But oh my god, look what 
your mom sent me.  I about died.

He pulls a card out of his bag and hands it to Alena.
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INSERT: Alena’s MOM and fiance, FRED, in a cheesy Save the 
Date card for their wedding.

ALENA
Oh goddamnit.

GREY
I know, right?  I think I might 
frame it.  Hey, take a shot with 
me!

ALENA
Maybe later, I’m gonna go find 
Charlie first.

She weaves in and out of PEOPLE and goes onto

THE BACK PORCH

Where she sees couches and chairs stuffed with TEENS trying 
to act cool.  In the center EMILY (20), Alena’s gorgeous 
sister, sits like royalty, a Solo cup held loosely in her 
hand.

EMILY
Alena?

ALENA
Oh hey, Emily!  You haven’t seen 
Charlie around here, have you?  I 
really need to talk to him.

EMILY
(hurt)

Good to see you too.

ALENA
Sorry, I’m totally excited to see 
you!  It’s just that, you know, 
he’s the one who’s leaving.

This one hits a nerve.

EMILY
Got it.  And I’m the one who’s not 
going anywhere.

ALENA
I never said that.

EMILY
You didn’t have to.  Really glad 
you’re home.
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ALENA

Emily...

Emily avoids Alena’s eyes, forcing Alena to leave.

In the yard behind them, a PARTY GIRL throws up, HER FRIEND 
holds her hair back.
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